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Dedicated to publishing clear, passionate
Canadian voices.
Wolsak and Wynn is an eccentric literary press based in the heart of Hamilton, Ontario.
With steel mills on one side of us, the Niagara Escarpment on the other and Toronto
somewhere off in the distance, we spend our time producing brilliant, highly individual
and sometimes provocative books. With over thirty years of publishing behind us, we’ve
won a number of awards for our books, from the Governor General’s Award for Poetry
to the Pigskin Peter’s Award for Nominally Narrative Canadian Cartooning. Wolsak and
Wynn publishes poetry, fiction and non-fiction for nearly every taste.

About our imprints:
Buckrider Books features cutting-edge poetry and genrebending fiction that challenge everyday literary conventions.
On the outskirts of the mainstream, we feel these books
represent the best that contemporary literature has to offer.

James Street North Books focuses on telling the stories of
Hamilton, and the area around it, by the authors who live
here. From histories of our institutions to collections of
poems that capture the essence of our neighbourhoods, these
books know our city intimately.

Poplar Press is devoted to books you want to read, rather than
the books you perhaps should be reading. Whether the
stories involve young heroes fending off giant centipedes or
childhood memories of snails escaping the cooking pot,
along with a recipe for the snails, these books will keep you
turning pages.

Follow us on
SOCIAL MEDIA:

••
••

www.wolsakandwynn.ca/
twitter.com/wolsakandwynn
pinterest.com/wolsakandwynn/
youtube.com/user/wandwynn

••
•

facebook.com/groups/wolsakandwynn/
instagram.com/wolsakandwynn/
wolsakandwynn.tumblr.com/

Wolsak and Wynn gratefully acknowledges the Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts Council and the Department of Canadian Heritage for
their generous support.

Has the World Ended Yet?
Stories
By Peter Darbyshire
The angels have returned. Superheroes are real. Hold my beer.
In Has the World Ended Yet? we start with retired superheroes living in
a soulless suburbia where everyone gets lost trying to get home. Then
the angels start to fall from the sky. Is it Armageddon? And do we want
the world to end or not?
In a series of linked short stories Peter Darbyshire weaves together
superheroes, ghosts, the undead, a hired hitman, the Cold War, the
Rapture and avenging angels in a Twilight Zone–style collection that is
riveting and human. We follow characters that are identifiable through
situations that are unreal, through a technicolour landscape we are all
familiar with. e end of the world is not what we expect, what any of
Darbyshire’s characters expect and may not really be happening at all.
But should it?

Other Title of Interest
Death Valley
By Susan Perly
978-1-928088-10-3
312 pp. $22 2016
Fiction

“Hypnotic in its
weirdness, Death
Valley laments a world that has played host
to the Cold War, the atomic bomb, and
wars big and small from Vietnam to Iraq.”
– Dene Moore, Toronto Star
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Excerpt from “Has the World Ended Yet”
e angel looks at Titan, and there is none of the customary
recognition in its eyes. It’s like the angel has never seen the videos of
him in his prime. en it wanders around the side of the house, out of
sight.
Inviselle takes the zucchinis from her eyes and looks at the falling
angels. “Are they shooting a movie?” she asks. “Or are the clones
invading again?”
“It’s the end of the world,” Titan says, looking up at the burning sky.
“ank God.”

Peter Darbyshire’s work has appeared in publications across North
America. His novel Please won the KM Hunter Artist Award for Literature
and the ReLit Award for Best Novel, and was featured on CTV. His novel
e Warhol Gang received rave reviews across Canada and generally
disturbed people. He also publishes a series of spec-fic novels under the
alias Peter Roman. Darbyshire lives in a safehouse outside Vancouver.
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e Prisoner and the Chaplain
By Michelle Berry
A hauntingly original parable about the value of stories and the cost of guilt.
What if prison was the only world you knew, and everything else was just
a story? The Prisoner and the Chaplain is about two men awaiting an
execution. As the hours drain away, the prisoner tells his story to the
chaplain. Is it an off-the-cuff confession or a last bid for salvation? As the
chaplain listens, he realises a life has many stories, and the prisoner has
been many people. But the chaplain has his own story to tell, and now he
must tell it to someone who will never be able to repeat it. Each man is
guilty in his own way, and their stories have led them to the same room,
a room that only one of them will leave. If you had only twelve hours left
to live, what would you have to say?
Excerpt
If you walk away from the execution room, past the death chamber,
down the hallway through death row, through the less constrictive
regular cells, past the warden’s oﬃce, out the front doors of the prison,
through the armed gates, past the wall, down the road between the
cornfields and turn le you will come across the rest of the world. You
will come across families sitting down to evening meals, a baseball game
on the screen, the dog keeping one eye open for squirrels. If you keep
walking you will end up somewhere else, far from the prison, far from
death row. You will be on the road.

Other Title of Interest
Michelle Berry is the author of three books of short stories and four
novels, including is Book Will Not Save Your Life (which won the 2010
Colophon Award and was longlisted for the 2011 ReLit Award). Her writing
has been optioned for film and published in the UK. Berry is a reviewer
for Globe and Mail, and teaches at the University of Toronto and Humber
College. Born in California and raised in Victoria, BC, Berry now lives in
Peterborough, ON, where she operates an independent bookstore, Hunter
Street Books.

The Society of Experience
By Matt Cahill
978-1-928088-04-2
248 pp. $22 2015
Fiction

“A stylish amalgam
of science fiction
and domestic
realism.”
– Robert J. Wiersema, Quill & Quire
ıı
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Following the River
Traces of Red River Women
By Lorri Neilsen Glenn
A tragic fire, the mystery of her Indigenous roots and her aunt’s haunting family
photos send Neilsen Glenn on a journey deep into Canada’s difficult history.
Lorri Neilsen Glenn first discovered her great-grandmother’s tragic death in a
passing comment from an aunt. Startled, she began to search out the history of
her family, to understand the life of this woman she knew nothing about. Along
the way Neilsen Glenn works to unravel the issues of racism, sexism and colonial
nation building that haunt us still. In elegant prose and poetry she has created a
story of pieces, bringing to life what she could find in newspaper reports and
museums. Through these fragments and portraits she gives the reader a glimpse
of the lives lived by her ancestors and by women like them. Following the River
is a lyric reflection on women that have been erased from our history and what
that means for today.

Other Title of Interest

Lines of Flight:
An Atomic Memoir
By Julie Salverson
978-1-928088-25-7
214 pp. $20 2016
Non-fiction

Excerpt
In my search for the details of Catherine Kennedy’s story, I start with Selkirk,
where she raised her children. My goal for this trip: to find the dock in Selkirk
where the lake steamer SS Premier set out. And to find Taylor Street. e photo
of Catherine and her daughter, my grandmother Eleanore, standing outside the
house is tucked in my backpack.
As I take Henderson Highway out of Winnipeg, the Red River is on my le. Its
name is almost mythical to me, and has been since I was child. Rivière Rouge.
Du nord. River of Blood. e river is over eight hundred kilometres long, about
two hundred fiy of those kilometres in Canada. River of folk song, North
American history, the waterway you follow downstream to Lake Winnipeg, and
from there farther north to the Nelson River and north again to Hudson Bay.
e river for whom the Red River Settlement is named, despite the fact the
settlement itself stretched far west and north from its waters.
And lately, Red River of the news. Of Tina Fontaine and other missing or
murdered women whose bodies are found in its waters or along its shore. e
river of tears.
e grit of that knowledge settles in me as I drive past the grand homes along
Henderson Highway.

Lorri Neilsen Glenn is a poet, essayist, teacher and researcher. Her most recent
books include the bestselling Untying the Apron: Daughters Remember Mothers of
the 1950s, an anthology of prose and poetry, and an acclaimed book of lyric essays
in bricolage form, Threading Light: Explorations in Loss and Poetry. e former
“Her excursion
poet laureate of Halifax, she has won awards for her writing, her innovative
takes her into some
teaching, her research and her work in the arts. She is a professor at Mount Saint
of the darkest reaches of recent history, but Vincent University and a mentor in the University of King’s College MFA program
also illuminates the human spirit with hope in creative nonfiction. She lives with her family in Nova Scotia.

and humour.”
– Quill & Quire

Frontlist
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Malled
e Cultures of Shopping in Canada
By Kit Dobson
From the wilds of Chinook Centre in Calgary to the brightly lit aisles
of Whitehorse’s Walmart, Kit Dobson takes us to the mall.
Kit Dobson is both fascinated and repelled by malls, by their place in our society,
by how we interact with them and how they end up in our books, movies and
art. In Malled, the author explores malls and the shopping that occurs in and
around them from one end of Canada to the other. From Cross Iron Mills just
outside of Calgary, to the underground malls of Montreal and then on to
Granville Island, he looks at our culture of consumerism, and at how malls are
both shaped by their location and shape the spaces around them. While Dobson
may never become fond of aspects of consumer culture like the selfie stick or
the Elf on the Shelf, by the end of Malled, he has found a peace with our spaces
for shopping, which he suggests are only a more recent reflection of a need that
will never go away.
Excerpt
I started this book because I hated the mall. Today is December 26, 2014. I am
in Calgary’s Chinook Centre – at the mall – so that I can enjoy the spectacle that
takes place on this day, as it has done on every Boxing Day throughout my life.
In recent years, Chinook Centre has been able to count on over one hundred
thousand shoppers to visit the mall each year on Boxing Day, making it a great
day for sales, as well as a great day to liquidate merchandise that hasn’t moved
well all year.... e markdowns today get people shopping, and the credit card
debt ratchets up a notch for all.
I have been coming to Chinook Centre on Boxing Day for many of the past
few years. I oen come with my partner or sometimes with my sister, when she
is in town, but no one else was ready to tolerate the lines or the busyness of the
general mayhem this year, so I’ve come on my own. I’ve been doing my best to
make a sport out of it, to have fun with it. I think of my malling on Boxing Day
not as a serious attempt to shop, but rather as a chance to participate in a
display of human behaviour that would look very strange to any visiting alien
species.

Kit Dobson lives and writes in Calgary. He has lived across Canada and in the UK.
e author / editor of three academic books, he is also the editor of Please, No
More Poetry: e Poetry of derek beaulieu and a faculty member at Mount Royal
University.

ıı
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Other Title of Interest
Eight-Wheeled
Freedom: The Derby
Nerd’s Short History of
Flat Track Roller Derby
By D. D. Miller
978-1-928088-13-4
242 pp. $20 2016
Non-fiction
“In this fastpaced work of non-fiction, Miller explores
roller derby’s roots in Riot Grrrl, DIY
ethos, the LGBTQ community, and the
sport’s presence today.”
– Hamilton Magazine

Frontlist

e Celery Forest
By Catherine Graham
For a talented poet, a diagnosis becomes the doorway to a bewildering new world.
Like Wonderland or Oz, Neverland or Narnia, The Celery Forest is an
extraordinary world filled with strange creatures and disorienting sights.
But the doorway to the Celery Forest is not a rabbit hole or an old
wardrobe. The doorway is a mammogram. For poet and novelist Catherine
Graham, this is the topsy-turvy world she found herself in after learning
she had breast cancer. No longer the world she recognized, the Celery
Forest is a place where things are seen and experienced for the first time.
More than a survivor’s tale, these poems are a map through unknowable
terrain, infused with awareness and forgetting, written by a poet with the
visionary ability to distill our sense of wonder into something we can hold.
“Red-eyed Vireo”
You are diﬃcult to find
among summer leaves, though I hear your song.
I place a pillow under my shoulder,
my arm behind my head.
Slowly, methodically, you scan the canopy for caterpillar prey,
I still can’t see you.

Other Title by This Author

I move the pads of my fingers
around my le breast.
From early morning to late evening, your incessant song,
the same question and answer.

Her Red Hair Rises with
the Wings of Insects
By Catherine Graham
978-1-894987-76-9
60 pp. $17 2013
Poetry

“Graham’s poems
are sparely worded but full of evocative
images that vividly convey a wide range of
emotion, from passion to grief.”
– CBC Books

Frontlist

I use light, medium and firm
pressure. Still, you’re there.
Catherine Graham is the author of five acclaimed poetry collections, including
Her Red Hair Rises with the Wings of Insects, which was a finalist for the Raymond Souster Award and the CAA Award for Poetry. Winner of the International Festival of Authors’ Poetry NOW competition, she teaches creative
writing at the University of Toronto and at Humber College’s Creative Book
Publishing Program. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Poetry Daily,
e Fiddlehead, Literary Review of Canada, Malahat Review, CV2, e New
Quarterly, Room Magazine, CBC Books and elsewhere. She lives in Toronto.
ıı

ıı
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Voodoo Hypothesis
By Canisia Lubrin
A daring and essential new voice. Intellectual, bold and powerful.
Voodoo Hypothesis is a subversion of the imperial construct of “blackness”
and a rejection of the contemporary and historical systems that paint
black people as inferior, through constant parallel representations of
“evil” and “savagery.” Pulling from pop culture, science, pseudo-science
and contemporary news stories about race, Lubrin asks: What happens
if the systems of belief that give science, religion and culture their
importance were actually applied to the contemporary “black
experience”? With its irreverence toward colonialism, and the related
obsession with post-colonialism and anti-colonialism, and her wideranging lines, deftly touched with an intermingling of Caribbean Creole,
English patois and baroque language, Lubrin has created a book that
holds up a torch to the narratives of the ruling class, and shows us the
restorative possibilities that exist in language itself.
Excerpt from “Voodoo Hypothesis”
Before sight, we imagine
that while they go out in search
of god
we stay in and become god
become: Curiosity
whose soul is a nuclear battery
because: she’ll pulverize Martian rock
and test for organic molecules
in her lab within a lab within
a lab. she doesn’t need to know our fears
so far too grand for ontological reckoning

Other Title of Interest

Canisia Lubrin was born in St. Lucia. She has had work published in literary
journals including Room, e Puritan, is Magazine, Arc, CV2, e City Series
#3: Toronto Anthology. She has been an arts administrator and community
advocate for close to two decades. Lubrin has contributed to the podcast On
e Line, hosted by Kate Sutherland for e Rusty Toque. She studied at York
University where she won the President’s Prize in poetry and the Sylvia Ellen
Hirsch Memorial Award in creative writing. Lubrin holds an MFA from the
University of Guelph and teaches at Humber College. She lives in Whitby,
Ontario.
ıı

Kids in Triage
By Kilby Smith-McGregor
978-1-928088-12-7
72 pp. $18 2016
Poetry

“Smith-McGregor’s Kids in Triage shows a
bone-deep understanding of history, both
personal and public.”
– Gil Adamson, author of e Outlander

ıı
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But It’s So Silly
A Cross-cultural Collage of Nonsense, Play and Poetry
By JonArno Lawson
A playful look at our understanding of childhood from the
Governor General’s Award—winning children’s author.
How are ideas of play shaped by culture? What is imagination, or
creativity, and where does poetry fit into this mix? For the past decade,
award-winning children’s author JonArno Lawson has been collecting
children’s poetry, lap rhymes, finger games and stories of how people
interact with young children across the world, drawn to each culture’s
unique approach. In this wide-ranging collection we learn of language
play from Malta, round games from Jamaica, Yiddish hand rhymes, and
of the wonderful and complex ways these are all passed down through
generations. Along the way Lawson looks at the implications for how
North American society approaches childhood and what we might gain
from looking at things differently.
Excerpt from “Nobody Plays Enough”

Other Title by This Author
Enjoy It While It Hurts
By JonArno Lawson
978-1-894987-77-6
118 pp. $17 2013
Poetry

“Not quite comedy
and not quite tragedy
but somewhere in between, this book
reveals his unique relationship with life
and all the people in it with our awesome,
heart-breaking, perplexing ways. Oh,
humanity.” – Arc Poetry Magazine

Frontlist

Nobody plays enough – people get out of the habit.
Play, which can be part of almost everything you do, is oen relegated
to one room in the house, or to one part of the day, or even to one stage
of life. Is this one of the reasons that so many new parents find their
changed circumstances overwhelming? New parents sometimes feel
isolated, lonely and bored – it can, and oen does, take time, patience
and a sense of humour to figure out your child’s world, and to get to
know yourself as an adult with children, if you’re not used to being one.
Play, in whatever form it takes, is the best way to put you back on your
feet (or feet on your back, or back on your back, but moving anyway in a
diﬀerent direction).

JonArno Lawson is the author of many books for both adults and children,
including the award-winning wordless book Sidewalk Flowers. He lives
with his family in Toronto.

ıı
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e Heavy Bear
By Tim Bowling
Unable to face his morning class one late-summer day, Tim Bowling finds himself pulled into an
escapade revolving around an antique toy, a capuchin monkey and a young university student.
Accompanied by the shade of silent-film star Buster Keaton, and the bear-shaped spirit of
American poet Delmore Schwartz, Bowling must embark, with equal parts humour and sincerity,
on an unexpected journey.

978-1-928088-32-5 250 pp. $20 Fiction May 2017

No TV for
Woodpeckers

Dear Ghost,
By Catherine Owen

By Gary Barwin

These poems plumb the depths
of the psyche’s surrealities,
entering a dreamlike realm
where meaning is found in the
nonsensical, the utterly human
and the everyday. Owen gathers
her subjects from her daily life –
touching on work, sex, acquaintances and art – and
imbues them with the extraordinary quirks and
uncertainties that only language can create. The effects
are dizzying.

In this collection the lines
between haunting and hilarious, wondrous and weird,
beautiful and beastly, are
blurred in the most satisfying
ways. Many of these poems
reveal a submerged reality full of forgotten, unknown or
invisible life forms that surround us – that are us. Within
this reality, Barwin explores the connection between
bodies, language, culture and the environment.

978-1-928088-31-8 104 pp. $18 Poetry April 2017

978-1-928088-30-1 104 pp. $18 Poetry April 2017

Yardwork: A
Biography of
an Urban Place

e Wolf is
Back
By Robert Priest

By Daniel Coleman

From the builders of ancient
Sumer to the return of wolves to
Yellowstone National Park,
Priest spins story-poems that
tell how the world and its
peoples and creatures are
interconnected and invites young readers to join in his
wonder at this magic. Several of the poems are presented
along with a musical score to better delight listeners.

Starting with the creation myths
and geology, moving through
the settler era and up to the
present, Daniel Coleman traces
the stories of Hamilton, pouring his considerable talents
into learning, and sharing, as much of the land’s story as
possible. Yardwork meditates on the sedimentary layers
of ecological, cultural and political stories that make up
Hamilton, the escarpment city at the Head of the Lake.

978-1-928088-29-5 72 pp. $10 Poetry June 2017

978-1-928088-28-8 250 pp. $20 Non-fiction May 2017
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Recent Titles

Guy
By Jowita Bydlowska
“What is truly terrifying about Guy is not the enemy pretending to be a friend to women that
Bydlowska has created, but the fact that you’ve likely met him in your own life many times before.
Guy is the all-too-common charming abuser unchecked, able to get exactly what he wants because
he moves through the world entirely undetected.” – Stacey May Fowles, Globe and Mail

978-1-928088-23-3 272 pp. $20 Fiction October 2016

On Not Losing
My Father’s
Ashes in the
Flood

e
Description
of the World
By Johanna Skibsrud

By Richard Harrison
Combining elements of memoir,
elegy, lyrical essay and personal
correspondence, On Not Losing My Father’s Ashes in the
Flood is a generous and enchanting book, one that leaves
you, like the poet, thinking about the way “characters in a
novel can escape anything / except their story.”

A new poetry collection from the
Giller Prize–winning author of
The Sentimentalists and Quartet
for the End of Time. With lines
that are searching, but spacious, Skibsrud deftly turns over
ideas of perception and reality, inviting us to join her as she
releases the abstract figure from its painting, or brings the
poet in from the wilderness.

978-1-928088-22-6 84 pp. $18 Poetry October 2016

978-1-928088-21-9 88 pp. $18 Poetry October 2016

Lines of Flight:
An Atomic
Memoir

Evenings &
Weekends:

Five Years in
Hamilton Music,
2006–2011

By Julie Salverson

By Andrew
Baulcomb

“Julie Salverson is a deeply sympathetic witness to the atomic era. In
this powerful memoir, the spectre of
nuclear winter haunts the stories she
tells. The book wrung me out. Insightful and beautifully
written, it draws together Hiroshima and Port Radium,
Fukushima and Port Hope, past and present.”
– John O’Brian, author of Atomic Postcards

“The intensity and insight
[Baulcomb] brings to a remarkably fertile time in one of
our country’s most creative – and consistently underestimated – musical communities regularly took me off
the couch and over to my record collection to revisit
innumerable forgotten favourites.”
– Sam Sutherland, author of Perfect Youth: The Birth of
Canadian Punk

978-1-928088-25-7 214 pp. $20 Non-fiction October 2016

978-1-928088-24-0 264 pp. $20 Non-fiction September 2016
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